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Director: Pim Thunborg
Visuals: Robert Adler
Editing: Krzysztof Klemiński
Special effects: Jaro Andruszkiewicz, Waldemar Gumienny,
Michał Ozon, Wojciech Sieroń, Krzysztof Szymczyk,
Piotr Zawada, Russ Williams.
Special thanks to: Marie Thunborg, Sara Vinterdag, Patrik Hultén,
Rickar Jespersen, Veronica Salmons, Ludvig Vinterdag,
Johan Hiding, Alexander Thunborg, Daniel Krona, David Thunborg,
Johan Håkansson, Erik Cederberg, Kristoffer Fahlberg, Hugo,
Saga & Tyra Thunborg, Edyta Bogucka, Katarzyna Cybulska,
Anna Dąbek, Dominika Gorgosz, Anna Kolak, Arleta Opioła,
Michał Parma, Kamil Adamczyk, Maciej Jesionowski, Jakub Polkowski,
Michał Sieroń, Krzysztof Szafrański.
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Five days of fierce struggle for food and materials to build a raft to escape from
this Hell on Earth! After the 5 days, our audience will decide how much longer your
struggles will last. Show them you’ve got style or they will have no mercy on you
and will keep you on the island until you die of hunger!

4

Four meals a day are absolutely necessary to survive on this accursed island! Those
who can’t regain their strength, those who are weak - they will lose and shall be
evacuated from the island by our rescue helicopter2. You’ll need to gather fruits3, hunt
for chickens4 and search for materials that can be used to build a raft5. To do so, you
need to explore the island’s various areas: The Beach, The Jungle and The Mountains.

3

Three contestants doing the same thing in the same location at the same
time is a very bad idea! In The Hunger Show you must be creative, think differently
than others, act unpredictably – ideally alone or with one other person at the most.
Only this way you’ll have a chance to avoid bitter disappointment: a return to the
Campsite empty-handed after the whole day’s efforts...

2

Two has a double meaning! If you’re cunning enough to pick a location
and choose an action that no one else thought of, you shall receive exactly
2 resources as a reward. However, if 2 contestants have planned the same action
in the same location, then unfortunately each of them gets only 1 loot. The Hunger
Show is extremely demanding of its contestants!

1
1
2
3
4
5

2

Six daredevils will participate in the first episode of the new season of
The HUNGER Show! Thrown into the wilderness of a desert island, you will prove
yourselves in resourcefulness, shrewdness and ruthlessness – and you’ll soon know
your worth in a world without principles!
1

6

One winner will be declared! The winner of The Hunger Show shall be
the contestant who hasn’t been eliminated from weakness and who collects
the most raft parts. Each piece of rope and log counts as one raft part.
The surviving contestant with the most parts wins The Hunger Show
and $1,000,000! There are no ties in this contest6!

In truth, it’s 2-6, but our marketing department cut out this redundant detail, as it was messing with the credits’ order.
Dear contestants – your safety is of our utmost importance!
Of certified crops.
Free-range chickens.
May contain nuts.
In truth there are some, but that would look poor in the credits, so we moved it to the end of the rulebook.
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Tokens
18 fruit
tokens
(8×‘2’, 10×‘3’)

6 sets
of player cards
(60 cards in total)

4 location
cards

1 character card

-2

18 chicken
tokens (6×‘1’,
4×‘2’, 8×‘4’)
24 raft part
tokens: ropes
(6×’1’, 6×’2’)
and logs (6×’1’,
6×’2’)

3

30 coconut
tokens (8×‘0’,
18×‘1’, 4×‘2’)

22

48 canned food
tokens (six sets
of 8 tokens each
in the players’
own colors:
2×‘4’, 2×‘3’,
2×‘2’, 2×‘1’)

3

322

211

2

21

10

-1
2

4

21
4

42

5 action
cards

23 event cards
12 unpleasant
(red and yellow numbers)
10 neutral (empty cards)

1 The End
of the Show card

2

6 alternative
character cards

The Island

10
2

212 is printed21inside the game box.

0
1

12
21

Place it within the reach of all
the contestants. The box lid
shall be storage for unused components.

41
4

Attention: the resources are limited. If any resource type is depleted,
it becomes unavailable until the end of the program.

3
3

3

Cards

2
2

1
1

2
2

2
2

1 starting
player card,
henceforth
called
The Leader
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7

Shuffle character cards
and deal one to each player.
Place unused character cards into the box lid,
as they will not be needed.

2

1

2
4

4

For example, add more red and yellow number cards
to make the game more difficult. If you don’t want
any events, then use only empty cards.
2
(We recommend this during
your first show.)
Set aside The End
of the Show card.

6

Shuffle the selected event cards
(exactly 10 cards) and deal
2 stacks of 5 cards (without
looking at them).

3

5

3

Shuffle each token type separately (face down).
Put the token piles on their corresponding locations on the board:
– 6 Chicken tokens on The Beach and (with 3 or more players) 6 Chicken tokens
in The Jungle and (with 5 or more players) 6 Chicken tokens in The Mountains.
– 6 Fruit tokens on The Beach and (with 3 or more players) 6 Fruit tokens
in The Jungle and (with 5 or more players) 6 Fruit tokens in The Mountains.
– 8 Raft parts on The Beach and (with 3 or more players) 8 Raft parts
in The Jungle and (with 5 or more players) 8 Raft parts in The Mountains.
Place unused tokens into the box lid, as they will not be needed.

1

4

2

Put the remaining cards
back into the box lid (they
won’t be needed).
Shuffle The End of the
Show card into one of the
stacks, then put the other
stack onto this one.

4
2
1

3

8

Thus the event card deck
now has 11 cards, and The End
of the Show will not happen
during the first 5 rounds.

8
7
7
8

4

Event cards – prepare the event card deck
depending on the desired level of difficulty.

1

Take all your provisions for the first days of the show (canned
food7): 2 provision tokens of each value: 1, 2, 3 and 4 food rations
in the color of your character card. Every contestant keeps all
his/her tokens here, face down, and may check them at any time.
Players cannot however check other contestants’ tokens, nor those
already placed on the island (except when collecting or stealing them).

5

6

3

Take the 5 action cards in the color
of your character card: search for raft
parts, fruit gathering, hunt for chickens,
protection against stealing, attempt to
steal from other contestants.

Take 2-4 location cards:
The Campsite and The Beach (always),
+ The Jungle (in a game with 3 or more players),
+ The Mountains (in a game with 5 or more players)
Place unused location cards into the box lid,
as they won’t be needed.

4 contestants
stage setup.

9

Shuffle all coconut tokens and place them
on table in reach of all players.

The Leader card goes
to the player with the
fanciest haircut8.
The playing order goes
from the current Leader
to his/her left9.

Consisting of fish, as (according to nutritionists) they are an essential part of any balanced diet.
Like a so-called “celebrity”, as they usually line up in front.
Meaning clockwise. Although you won’t have any watches on the island.

5

Seeker) do not work at The Campsite.
The Beach (2), The Jungle (3) and The
Mountains (4) are the only locations where
you can gather fruits, hunt for chickens and
seek raft parts10. You can also try your luck
as a Thief or defend others as a Guard.

Dear contestant,
on the island
r
you shall find a shelte
and several
interesting locations:

4

3

2

1

6

The Campsite (1)
is where the players return each day
to eat, sleep and store their stuff.
Here you can try your luck as a Thief or
protect the resources as a Guard. The
remaining actions (Gatherer, Hunter,

Dear contestan
t,
every day you sp
end on
the island you m
ust
choose one loca
tion that
you shall visit an
d one
action that you
shall
perform there.

items and return to The Campsite emptyhanded. Their actions have no effect11.
Usually a Thief steals other contestants’
resources, although sometimes he/she only
gathers coconuts. But when a Guard catches
the Thief red-handed, then the Thief loses
resources!
Usually a Guard stops a Thief, and as
a reward receives gifts from other players.
When a Guard doesn’t catch a Thief,
then the Guard only gathers coconuts.
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The Beach (and, depending on
the number of players)
The Jungle and The Mountains.
All actions at a given location are
settled simultaneously.

4. If a contestant reveals cards displaying

illegal actions (e.g. gathering fruits at The
Campsite, or The Mountains location card in
a 4 player game), such cards have no effect.

5.

At the end of the day, an event card is
revealed and its effect resolved12. One of the
possible effects is The End of the Show – in
this case all players count their scores and
one of the players is declared the winner.

6. At the end of the day, every player needs
to eat supper, which requires 4 food portions
(consisting of any number of cans, fruits,
chickens and coconuts).
No change is returned if you must
use tokens worth more than 4 portions!

7.

If only 1 contestant performs a given
action at a location, he/she can use both
hands and therefore gathers 2 tokens
(fruits, chickens, raft parts or coconuts).
If 2 contestants perform the same action
in the same location, they both use one hand
to defend their loot and the other hand to
collect it. They collect 1 token each (fruit,
chicken, raft part or coconut).
If 3 contestants or more want to perform
the same action in the same location, all
of them have their hands full, as they are
battling each other. They cannot collect any

1.

You greet a new day! Each contestant
secretly chooses where (location card) and
what (action card) he/she intends to do in
order to get closer to victory.
In the morning everyone leaves The Campsite,
although some may bluff and return there as
Thieves or Guards.

2.

At the Leader’s command, all contestants
reveal their chosen cards (location and action).

3.

You settle the effects of contestants’
efforts starting from The Campsite, then

If a contestant cannot fulfill his/her
needs, he/she is eliminated from the show13
(along with all of his/her tokens)! You’d
better check if the show doesn’t end because
of all players’ elimination...

8.

The Leader card is passed to the player to
the left, and a new day dawns.
S ometimes there are some coconuts on a tropical island. May
contain coconut.
11
You know how it is – three contestants meet at the entrance to the
Campsite and it goes like this:
A: I’m on guard today. B: No, today’s my turn!
C: Guys, it’s me who’s on guard! A, B, C: Aaargh!
In the meantime Contestant D quietly steals from the Campsite.
12
Why at the end of the day? Because it’s prime time!
13
A participant has fainted, so he/she is taken by
a rescue helicopter to our studio. This particular
contestant loses, but at least he/she’ll follow
further events from a comfy chair.
10

7

hunts chickens, a second player gathers
fruits, and a third player searches for raft
parts, then each of them collects 2 tokens;

Dear co
nte
here yo stant,
u’ll
detailed find
of the r rules
esolutio
n
of your
activity
:

Gathering fruits,
hunting for chickens
and searching for
raft parts:
may be played on The Beach, in The
Jungle and in The Mountains (no effect
at The Campsite);
if you’re the only player performing a given
action at a location, then you collect 2 tokens;
if you and 1 other contestant perform
the same action at a given location, then each
of you collects 1 token (in the playing order
starting from the Leader);
if you and 2 or more other
contestants perform the same action
at a given location, then you all get
in each other’s way and all of your
actions are canceled;

8

if you perform different
actions in a given location
– e.g. on The Beach one player

if there’s no token of the kind you wanted
to collect, your action is canceled;
if you come across a Thief or a Guard,
read their corresponding action descriptions.

Thief
On The Beach, in The Jungle
and in The Mountains
you collect all the tokens collected by other
players who have gathered fruits, hunted for
chickens, and searched for raft parts. If no
other contestants did so, then you just roam
around and collect 2 coconuts;

if there are 2 Thieves, each steals
1 token from another player14 (in the playing
order);
if there are 3 Thieves, they get in each
other’s way and their actions are canceled;
if you come across a Guard, then you know
something went wrong...

Guard
if you are a Guard and catch one Thief,
then you take 2 tokens from the Thief, and
each other contestant in this location (other
than the Thief) must give you one token of
his/her choice15. If you catch the Thief at
The Campsite, each contestant (other than
the Thief) must give you one token;

if there are 2 Thieves in the same location,
they share their loot (each takes one token
in turn in the playing order until all the loot
is divided between them). If there were no
other contestants, they collect 1 coconut
each in the playing order;

if you come across 2 Thieves, you take
1 token from each of them, and each
contestant present in the same location
(other than the Thieves) must give you one
token of his/her choice. If you catch the
Thieves at The Campsite, each contestant
(other than the Thieves) must give you
one token;

if there are 3 Thieves in the same
location, they get in each other’s way and
their actions are canceled;

if you come across 3 Thieves, their actions
are canceled, so you have nothing to do and
you collect 2 coconuts;

if you come across a Guard, read
below what awaits you.

At The Campsite
you steal 2 tokens from other
contestants (take 2 tokens from
a single player, or 1 token
from 2 players);

(other than these Guards and the Thief)
must give one token to a chosen Guard.
if two Guards catch two Thieves, each
Guard takes 1 token from a chosen Thief
and the other contestants at the same
location each give 1 token each to a chosen
Guard. If at The Campsite, each contestant
(other than these Guards and Thieves) must
give 1 token to a chosen Guard;
if two Guards don’t catch a Thief
in a given location, they each collect
1 coconut in the playing order;
if two Guards come across three Thieves
or no Thief, they each collect 1 coconut;
if there are three Guards, they get in each
other’s way and their actions are canceled.
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if you don’t see any Thief in your
location, then you simply roam around
and collect 2 coconuts;
if two Guards catch one Thief, each
Guard takes one token from the Thief, and
each contestant present in the same location
chooses a Guard and gives one token to that
Guard. If at The Campsite, each contestant

 f course you can steal from a Thief – some may
O
call it social justice...
15
As a compensation for protection – because,
as you know, protection doesn’t come free.
16 
Charging $4,99 + VAT per SMS. Yes, we profit
from your misery.
14

9

Event cards
Event cards have the following effects:
Typhoon
– destroys the stock of
ropes and wood prepared
by the TV crew. Remove
1 or 2 raft parts from each
part of the island and put
them back into the game box. It’ll be harder
to build a raft.

-1

-2

-1

-2

-1

-2

Bird flu – results in a chicken
plague. Remove 1 or 2 chicken
tokens from each part of
the island and put them back
into the game box. It’ll be
harder to prepare supper.
Flock of parrots – results in
a loss of fruits. Remove 1 or 2
fruit tokens from each part
of the island and put them
back into the game box. It’ll
be harder to prepare supper.

Rat plague
– results in a loss of stock
gathered at The Campsite.
Starting with the Leader, each
contestant chooses 1 or 2
tokens from the player on the
left and puts them back into the game box.

-1

-2

Calm day – Amazingly,
nothing bad happens
on the island today...17

10

The show ends
if at least one
of the following
situation occurs:

A.

Dear cont
estant,
the show
shall end u
nder
the followin
g
circumstan
ces.

The End of
the Show card
has been revealed
from the event
card deck. You
need to determine
the winner from
among the contestants remaining
on the island.

B. None of the contestants remaining in

the show is able to eat supper. You need to
determine the winner among the contestants
that got eliminated last, i.e. on this day!

C.

After supper, only one contestant
remains. He/she is instantly declared
the winner! (No need to count raft parts.)

testant,
n
o
c
r
a
e
D
er of
the winn
ger Show
The Hun e one
h
shall be t
ives
who surv builds
st and
the longe t raft.
the bes

encounter a Thief, so he only collects 2 coconut
Contestants build raft parts
tokens (2 and 0 – one of the coconuts turned out
out of: logs and ropes. Whoevto be rotten)19. Kate is the only contestant in The
er has the most sets is declared
Mountains,
so she collects 2 raft part tokens
the winner (example: 3 logs
(double line and log – they constitute 1 full raft part
and 1 rope gives you only one
and a half of another!).
set). In the case of
4. The event is resolved.
a tie for sets, you need to
Bird flu card (-1 chicken)! 1 chicken token is removed
count the tying players’ other raft parts.
from each stack on the island (from The Beach,
Whoever has more raft parts is declared the
The Jungle and The Mountains) and put back into
the game box lid.
winner. In the case of a further tie you need
5. Supper. Each contestant must regain
to count gathered food.
strength, so he/she discards food tokens
Whoever has more
with a total value of 4 or more to the
food (number of
box. Every contestant eats one can
meals in total)
of fish (4).
Dear
contestant,
is declared the
6. Anne gives the Leader card to
attached you’ll find
winner18.
Bonnie.

Day 1

a record of the first
two days of the show’s
previous season,
so you can have
a better understanding
of what are you about
to experience.

1. Planning. Anne plans
to gather fruits on
The Beach. Bonnie
plans to hunt chickens in The Jungle.
Mike also plans to
hunt chickens in The
Jungle. Tom intends to be a Guard in The Jungle.
Sergio would like to try his luck as a Thief on The
Beach. Kate is going to look for raft parts in The
Mountains.
2. Anne (Leader) tells others to reveal their plans.
3. Resolution of effects. There’s no one at The
Campsite, so nothing happens there. Anne and
Sergio are on The Beach. Anne collects 2 fruit
tokens (3 and 3 – an abundant harvest), but Sergio
immediately steals them from her. Anne returns
empty-handed, and Sergio has 2 fruit tokens
(3 and 3, great loot). There are 3 contestants in
The Jungle. Bonnie and Mike hunt for chickens, so
each collects only 1 token. Bonnie takes a token
first (4 – a fat one), Mike goes second (2 – an
average one). Tom is a Guard, but he didn’t

Day 2.

1. Planning.
Anne intends to get revenge on Sergio
and wants to steal from him at The
Campsite. Bonnie plans to steal from
people present in The Jungle. Mike plans
to hunt for chickens in The Mountains.
Tom expects a theft at The Campsite and
decides to be a Guard. Sergio anticipates
Anne’s plan and stays at The Campsite as
a Guard. Kate wants to mind her resources and
stays at The Campsite as a Guard.
2. Bonnie (Leader) tells everyone to reveal
their plans.
3. Resolution of effects. There are 3 Guards and
a Thief at The Campsite. The Guards totally get
in each other’s way, so it’s as if they’re not even

Let’s call a spade a spade: the audience either felt sorry for
you or was out of money.
18 
In the case of a further tie, the contestant with the fanciest
haircut wins. Those are the rules of show business...
19
If Tom had gone to The Beach, Anne would have
collected her fruits, and Tom would have taken 2 tokens of his choice from Sergio. Anne would need to
give one more token to Tom as a compensation for
protection (she would probably give her worst token
– a can of value 1 – since gratitude has its limits).
17 

11

there! Tom, Sergio and Kate end up empty-handed.
Anne is lucky! As the Guards get in each other’s
way, she acts freely. She may steal 2 tokens from
other players – she steals a fruit token from Sergio
(remembering that he has two fruit tokens each
worth 3) and Kate’s 20 raft token (she’s lucky for the
second time – double rope!)21. There’s no one
on The Beach. Bonnie is the only contestant
in The Jungle, so she doesn’t steal (there are no
victims to steal from), but she collects 2 coconuts
(1 and 1 – both are small, but they’re still food).
Mike is the only contestant in The Jungle, so he
collects 2 chicken tokens (1 and 2 – some weaklings).
4. The event is resolved. Rat plague card
(-1 Campsite)! Starting from the Leader (Bonnie)
each player discards 1 token of his neighbor on the
left back into the box. Bonnie chooses one of Mike’s
can tokens and returns it into the game box. Now
Mike does the same to Tom. Tom discards Sergio’s
fruit token. Sergio removes Kate’s raft part, and
Kate gets revenge on Anne. Lastly, Anne discards
Bonnie’s chicken token.
5. Supper. Each contestant of The Hunger Show
must regain his/her strength, so he/she discards
food tokens of a total minimum value of 4 back into
the game box. Some contestants had chickens or
cans worth 4; others had to spend tokens
of value 3 and 1 or 2 and 2.
6. Bonnie gives the Leader card to Mike.

Coconut connoisseur – when
collecting coconuts, this contestant
receives one more token.
Eagle eye – when
searching for raft parts,
this contestant draws 1
extra token and chooses which one
to reject (placing it onto the top or the
bottom of the pile) and keeps the rest
(1 or 2).
Raptor – when hunting for chickens,
this contestant draws 1 extra token
and chooses which one to reject
(placing it onto the top or the bottom
of the pile) and keeps the rest
(1 or 2).
Sweet – when gathering fruits, this
contestant draws 1 extra token and
chooses which one to reject (placing it
onto the top or the bottom of the pile)
and keeps the rest (1 or 2).
Arnold – when Arnold is
a Guard, he doesn’t wait for other
players to choose their gifts – Arnold
himself chooses them.
Ninja – when the Ninja is a
Thief and is caught, he/she
may hide 2 tokens from the Guards.

Additional variant
The audience has received your full dossier. You have
also been gathering information about each other.
On the one hand, it may be easier to anticipate your
actions. But on the other hand, if “I know that you
know that I know that he knows...” then maybe it’ll
be easier to actually surprise someone?
In order to make the show even more interesting,
you may use characters with special abilities.
Switch the basic character cards with these expansion cards and benefit from their special abilities.

 nne might have stolen Sergio’s second fruit token, but she
A
remembered that she needed to build a raft.
21
If there were only 2 Guards at the Campsite,
e.g. Sergio and Kate, each of them would take
1 token from Anne. Moreover, Bonnie, Mike
and Tom would each give 1 token to a Guard
of their choice.
20

